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spectacle of British wealth derived from industry made other
countries anxious to rear infant manufactures of their own; and
they could only do so by barring out British goods. This policy
had been practised in varying degrees by the United States since
Alexander Hamilton's day; but there was now an agitation
greatly to extend it, which led, in 1890, to the McKinley Tariff.
Excepting New South Wales and the Cape, even the colonies to
which we had but recently given self-government raised fast-
growing walls against us.
The sacrifice of agriculture led to a general fall of rural rents,
heaviest where there had been most arable, lighter where there
was less, and nil or negligible in a purely pastoral area like
Snowdonia. Coupled with the rent-war in Ireland, this began
the economic dethronement of the landowners. Till 1880 they
had remained the richest class. Lord Beaconsfield, writing to
Queen Victoria in 1878, observed that 'the Duke of Bedford is
the wealthiest of Your Majesty's subjects; his income absolutely
exceeding £300,000 a year'. Part of the duke's rents came from
his Bloomsbury estates, but a large part from agricultural land.
The decisive changes in the relative importance of landed and
commercial wealth occurred after 1886; but already by that date
the position of the former was severely shaken. Nor could po-
litical headship long survive economic defeat
An interesting achievement of technology, which belongs to
this period, was the import of frozen and chilled meat. It cannot
be said to have greatly injured the British farmer, assuming that
he had to face competition from foreign meat imports in any
case. But it notably humanized the trade, and enabled New
Zealand and Australia to obtain a share in it which would other-
wise have been scarcely possible. Down to 1882, when the first
frozen New Zealand mutton reached London on board the
s.s. Dunedin, the home production of meat for a fast-growing
population had been stationary over nearly twenty years, but
the foreign imports had risen rapidly.1 Some of the import trade
was in canned meat, but the great bulk was in live cattle. Their
largest source was the United States, but other very large sources
were Denmark and Holland; none yet came from any country
south of the equator. The first man to manufacture ice by arti-
ficial process on a commercial scale was James Harrison, an
1 Yearly averages, 1861-70: home, 1,036,000 tons; imported, 131,000 tons.
Year's totals, 1882: home, 1,090,000 tons; imported, 654,000 tons.

